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ALICE ANN MUNRO 

Alice Ann Munro is a Canadian short story writer who won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2013. 

Munro's work has been described as having revolutionized the architecture of short stories, 

especially in its tendency to move forward and backward in time and in the apparently 

disjointed narrative, made up with emotions and feelings more than events and deeds. Munro asks 

the complicity of her reader to cooperate in the composition of the story – filling up possible gaps, 

interpreting allusions and implications, imagining descriptions and dialogues. From Henry James 

she learns to communicate a sense of enigma, mystery and wonder. Her stories have been said to 

"embed more than announce, reveal more than parade." They explore human complexities in a 

prose style of great depth, only apparently simple. 

Munro's fiction has a strong regional focus, being most often set in her native Huron County in 

Southwestern Ontario.  

Because of the provincial settings of her narrative, Munro’s fiction has been compared to that of 

writers from the rural South of the United States. As in William Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha 

County, her slice of land has been made legendary by the excellence of the writer and her characters 

often confront deep-rooted customs and traditions. 

As with Joyce, "all is based on the epiphanic moment, the sudden enlightenment, the concise, 

subtle, revelatory detail. She also shares Chekhov’s concern with time and its relentless movement 

forward, the change and mutability brought about by the passing of time both in the cosmic and in 

the personal sphere.  The flowing of time discloses the role of Fate in human life. 

Munro’s characters live in small towns surrounded by wilderness and water, in an indefinite frontier 

where people are used to facing the hardships of existence and the daily toil of earning a living, 

often as loggers, farmers and breeders.  

The protagonists are mostly  women of all ages, subject to the conventions and stereotypes of a 

male dominated society and to a strictly religious (mostly presbyterian and anglican) background. 

They are eager to be free, to shape their female identity, sometimes they mirror the author aspiring 

to become artists or writers in a world inclined to appreciate only the practical aspects of life.  

Alice Munro’s stories contain largely autobiographical elements and apparently follow the 

conventions of realism, yet the details of these stories go far beyond her personal experience, they 

reach a universal dimension through the narrator’s ability to suggest what is almost inexpressible 

beyond the surface of events.  
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In  her collection of stories Lives of Girls and Women the author says "People's lives ... were dull, 

simple, amazing and unfathomable - deep caves paved with kitchen linoleum." The key word  is 

"unfathomable". 

She explores the complex reality beneath an apparently smooth surface, the anxieties of 

adolescence, the difficult relationships between parents and children, the different aspects of love, 

the dangers of seduction, the themes of illness, old age and death. In a few pages she is able to 

concentrate the meaning and the essence of an entire life. 

Her territory is the secrets that crackle beneath the façade of everyday lives, the pain and promises, 

the disillusions, loves and fears of apparently ordinary men and women whom she renders 

extraordinary and unforgettable.  

' What I wanted was every last thing, every layer of speech and thought, stroke of light on bark or 

walls, every smell, pothole, pain, crack, delusion, held still and held together - radiant, everlasting.' 

 Munro's prose presents different levels of meaning. Her stories paint the everyday world with 

sharpness and lucidity and reveal the ambiguities of life, "ironic and serious at the same time". 

Portrayed with a mixture of irony and sympathy, Munro’s characters live their marginalized 

existences made of daily routines, of trivial events, of isolation, loneliness, lack of 

communication. But sometimes these lives are devastated by the sudden violence of passion; 

suppressed memories, feelings and hidden desires come back to the surface, casual meetings break 

the horizon of daily existence. 

Life (1931 - ) 

Alice Munro, born Alice Ann Laidlaw in Wingham, Ontario, was of Irish and Scottish descent.  

Her father, Robert Eric Laidlaw, was a fox and mink farmer, who later turned to turkey 

farming. Her mother, Anne Clarke, was a schoolteacher. 

Munro began writing as a teenager, publishing her first story, "The Dimensions of a Shadow", in 

1950 while studying English and journalism at the University of Western Ontario under a two-

year scholarship. During this period she worked as a waitress, a tobacco picker, and a library clerk. 

In 1951, she left the university, where she had been majoring in English since 1949, to marry fellow 

student James Munro. They moved to Dundarave, West Vancouver, for James's job in a department 

store. In 1963, the couple moved to Victoria, where they opened Munro's Books, a popular 

bookstore still operating. 
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Munro's highly acclaimed first collection of stories, Dance of the Happy Shades (1968), won 

the Governor General's Award, then Canada's highest literary prize. That success was followed 

by Lives of Girls and Women (1971), a collection of interlinked stories. In 1978, Munro's 

collection of interlinked stories Who Do You Think You Are? was published (titled The Beggar 

Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose in the United States). This book earned Munro a second Governor 

General's Literary Award. From 1979 to 1982, she toured Australia, China and Scandinavia for 

public appearances and readings. In 1980 Munro held the position of writer in residence at both 

the University of British Columbia and the University of Queensland. 

Since the 1980s, Munro has published a short-story collection at least once every four years up to 

2012: The Moons of Jupiter, Open Secrets, Runaway, Too Much Happiness, Dear Life (just to 

mention a few). Munro’s fiction, amounting to 12 collections of stories mostly set between the 

thirties and the eighties, has been published in important literary reviews, like The New Yorker, 

and translated into thirteen languages. 

On 10 October 2013, Munro was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature, cited as a "master of the 

contemporary short story". She is the first Canadian and the 13th woman to receive the Nobel Prize 

in Literature. 

She now lives in Clinton, Ontario, near Lake Huron. 

In 2002, her daughter Sheila Munro published a childhood memoir, Lives of Mothers and 

Daughters: Growing Up With Alice Munro. 

Film adaptations of Munro's short stories have included Martha, Ruth and Edie (1988), Edge of 

Madness (2002), Away from Her (2006), Hateship, Loveship (2013) and Julieta (2016). 

Although a very meticulous writer, Munro’s attitude towards her profession has always been rather 

unassuming: 

I can’t play bridge. I don’t play tennis. All those things that people learn, and I admire, there hasn’t 

seemed time for. But what there is time for is looking out of the window. 

WALKER BROTHERS COWBOY (from Dance of the Happy Shades, 1968) 

A frequent theme of Munro’s work, particularly evident in her early stories, has been the 

dilemmas of a girl coming of age and coming to terms with her family and the small town she 

grew up in. In more recent work the writer has shifted her focus to the problems of middle age, of 

women alone, and of the elderly. It is a mark of her style for characters to experience a revelation 

that sheds light on, and gives meaning to, an event. 
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Munro’s strength as a feminist writer is the range of her portraits of women. In this aspect, though 

in a very personal way, she continues the tradition of women writers like Jane Austen, Emily and 

Charlotte Bronte, Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield and Doris Lessing. She has a penetrating 

insight into human emotions and the often hidden dimensions of human relationships. Her 

stories depict nearly every phase of a woman’s relationship with men as daughter, friend, employee, 

lover, and wife. Working within the conventions of realism, Munro maps her characters’ identities 

through the traditional yardsticks of age, gender, social class, relationship to family, community and 

the place of origin. Munro’s forte is her ability to penetrate beneath the surface of these ordinary 

relationships to the unvoiced concerns of her characters, and the emotional and psychological 

needs that motivate them. Her gift to the readers is a variety of female characters portrayed from 

childhood to old age, whose hidden selves are explored with great insight. 

Often, the narrators of Munro’s early stories are children or young girls and the plot line involves an 

initiation through epiphany (the sudden revelation of a hidden truth through an apparently casual 

episode).   

 Walker Brothers Cowboy, “a microcosm for the whole of Munro’s work”, presents the pivotal  

experience of a young, unnamed, female narrator. Munroe filters the girl’s visual and olfactory 

perceptions through the present tense thoughts of a markedly matured voice, creating a nostalgic 

effect which foregrounds the significance of this childhood story to the narrator. 

The protagonist of the story, an adolescent girl, experiences a feeling of mystery and wonder as 

she, together with her little brother, accompanies her father on an afternoon drive. The adolescent 

daughter suddenly discovers her father to be a stranger while she joins him for a drive on his 

salesman’s route. 

 The narrator’s father is  a travelling salesman for Walker Brothers, after experiencing the loss of 

status and the poverty of the Great Depression. “This is a firm”, we are told “that sells almost 

entirely in the country, the back country”. The main action of the story takes place when her father 

takes his children unexpectedly to pay a visit to his ex-sweetheart and her blind mother. Even 

before this trip, the author establishes some oppositions. The young girl makes it clear that she feels 

more at home with her father than she does with her mother. She feels as though “dirty words 

chalked on the sidewalk” are laughing at her when she walks with her mother and that she has 

become an object of ridicule. She even loathes the sound of her name when it is uttered in public by 

her mother “in a voice so high, proud and ringing, deliberately different from the voice of any other 

mother on the street”. Instead, she feels comfortable in her father’s world and remains enthusiastic 

about accompanying him on his salesman’s route, despite the fact that she can expect only “hot 
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hours in stricken farmyards, perhaps a stop at a country store and three ice cream cones or bottles 

of pop, and her father singing”.  

As the story progresses, the author conveys the idea that the young girl’s affinity for and 

closeness to her father is, at least partly, illusory. The comfort which she takes in leaving her 

mother behind and going out with her father gives way to a kind of uneasiness. 

Suddenly the familiar father reveals dimensions to his personality which his daughter has never 

seen before. Her father’s ex-sweetheart, Nora, now outside his ‘territory’ is part of this 

unmentioned past. From her father’s behaviour at Nora’s place she gets a tantalizingly brief glance 

of his past and understands that her father had not been united in marriage with her because she was 

a Roman Catholic. Somewhere, in a past which can signify now only through its inaccessibility, 

there may have been potential for a fulfilling.  When Ben takes leave of Nora, he says that he has 

taken a lot of her time. But Nora answers bitterly, “Will you come by ever again?”. She is 

undoubtedly thinking about how her life might have been different if things had turned out other 

than they did. Her sense of loss and rejection are adroitly conveyed in her comment to him – “I can 

drink alone but I can’t dance alone” – after he refuses to dance with her. Towards the end of the 

story the narrator comes to realize that the ordinary and familiar life of her father can, at any 

moment, threaten to turn into something strange and mysterious: “I feel my father’s life flowing 

back from our car in the last of the afternoon, darkening and turning strange, like a landscape that 

has an enchantment on it, making it kindly, ordinary and familiar while you are looking at it, but 

changing it, once your back is turned, into something you will never know, with all kinds of 

weathers and distances you cannot imagine”.  

The narrator’s epiphany involves also an experience with Time. At the beginning of the story she 

thinks that her father ”has really lived on this earth only a little longer than I have” and that they 

share the same time-dimension. At the end  she perceives that part of her father’s personality 

plunges in a time unknown to her and that time shapes and changes human personality. This 

experience broadens her vision of life, as she understands the multi-faceted aspect of reality and the 

complexity of  the human soul. She is now no longer a child but a grown up girl capable to keep a 

secret shared with an adult, unlike her brother, who “does not notice enough”. 

Along with knowledge of the ways of the adult world comes the weight of a pact of secrecy: there 

are things to understand and things which remain obscure, mysterious and secret,  “shadowy and 

shifting areas”, as one critic puts it. 


